Carbon Pricing Needs ‘Radical Redesign,’ Says Asset Owner Group
by Alastair Marsh, with Frances Schwartzkopf
June 21, 2022 – An influential investor coalition - including Aviva Plc, Allianz SE and the California Public Employees’ Retirement System - said a “radical redesign” of carbon pricing policies is needed to achieve net-zero emissions for the world economy.
The Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance, made up of 73 institutional investors with combined assets of $10.6 trillion, called on more governments to introduce legally-binding science-based carbon prices, and governments with existing systems in place to expand their coverage.  In a report published Wednesday, the group said a more robust price mechanism would encourage investment in vital low-carbon technologies.
A carbon pricing mechanism puts an explicit cost on greenhouse gas emissions.  It is seen as a key tool to persuade consumers and businesses to move away from carbon-heavy products and services.  For example, a carbon tax on gas could encourage consumers to cycle to work instead of driving, while pushing companies to expand their purchases of renewable power.  Governments can use money raised from carbon prices to invest in clean energy sources, such as fuel cells for electric cars.
Carbon prices are still in their infancy.  Expanding their use will be a challenge.  As of 2021, less than 5% of global emissions were covered by a carbon price in line with limiting global warming to 1.5°C.  Only 68 countries, regions or states have set up or currently plan to set up carbon taxes and emissions trading systems, according to World Bank figures cited in the report.
A well-designed system can provide a predictable price signal for carbon, drive emissions reductions where they are most cost-effective, and support economies and communities hit hardest by the energy transition, according to the asset owner group.
Existing efforts to put a price tag on carbon have shown some success.  The European Union‘s Emissions Trading System has enabled a 35% drop in emissions between 2005 and 2019, according to EU data cited by the net zero alliance.
The recent surge in oil and gas prices is another spur.  “The kind of energy price shock that we have seen over the last 6 months actually means policy makers are keener to discuss ways to accelerate the energy transition toward renewables, because they want not just the net zero transition but additional security and stability,” said Patrick Arber, head of government engagement at Aviva and co-lead of the Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance’s public policy work, in an interview. 
Members of the net zero alliance have committed to achieving net-zero portfolios by 2050 and establishing intermediate targets every 5 years, in line with limiting warming to 1.5°C.  The group said that, while its asset-manager members may wield considerable influence, the mid-century target cannot be achieved without a shift in government policies.
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